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FLEXIBILITY OR RIGIDITY?

It is usually assumed that flexibility in radiation protection
legislation is a desirable objective and. that there is no need to
argue the case. However, the opposite view, on a number of
occasions, has been expressed. For example, managements have
suggested that if legislation is clear and unequivocal with no room
for opinion then they can get on with their task of management secure
in the thought that they cannot be criticised by workers, trade
unions or enforcing authorities. In the same way, trade union
officials have expressed the view that it is easier for them if the
legislation is precisely framed and hence departures from its
standards are obvious.. There is certainly a view from some parts of
the enforcing authority that legislation should be specific and
absolute in its requirements. This will, it is claimed, lead to the
most effective enforcement using minimal numbers of specialist
inspectors.

Flexibility is taken to mean that the objectives of the
legislation are clearly spelt out but the means whereby those
objectives are to be achieved are left open, or qualified by terms
such as "where reasonably practicable" or a variety of options are
offered.

The pressure for flexibility comes, in the first instance,
from the knowledgeable to whom a variety of options is appealing in
its mind stretching potential, to whom a cost benefit analysis is a
common technique and to whom the fact that a means to achieve the
objective might not be specified is seen as a challenge to their
ingenuity. The pressure from this group is echoed, for quite
different reasons, by other groups. The enforcing authorities,
desirous of simple legislation requiring minimal interpretation, are
attracted by the concept of simple regulations specifying objectives
and in a field as wide as radiation protection this can lead to a
very effective coverage. We see trade unions and managements as less
convinced but gradually appreciating the merits of a flexible system
and becoming increasingly confident in their ability to operate
within it and that flexibility can lead to improved safety standards
at marginally extra cost.

PARTICIPATION AND CONSULTATION

In 1974 a substantial new piece of safety legislation was
enacted in the UK; it was called the Health and Safety at Work Act
(1) and apart from creating a new enforcing authority, the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE), it laid the foundations for a new frame-
work of specific safety legislation. The Act allows that
Regulations may be approved by the UK Parliament and also allows the
preparation of Codes of Practice which, having been approved by the
Health and Safety Commission (HSC), becomes official guidance on the
means which should be followed in order to meet the objectives
specified in the Regulations. Regulations and approved Codes of
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Practice may be supported by Guidance Ilotes which have no legal
status but nevertheless give detailed advice on the interpretation
and the objectives of codes and regulations.

In order for a Code of Practice to enjoy a special legal status
it must first be approved by the HSC. The HSC is a representa4'ive
body, representing workers1 organisations, management organisations
and local government authorities. In addition to its role of
approving codes it also directs the general policy of the HSE. The
Health and Safety at Work Act requires that persons who might be
affected by proposed legislation are consulted. New radiological
protection legislation is necessary because of the fragmented nature
of the existing legislation, the need to conform with the Euratom
Directive (3) binding on the UK as a member state of the European
Community and because of the new recommendations contained in ICHP 26.
Since there is a substantial body of informed opinion we sought to
involve that opinion in discussion and debate even before the stage
of formal consultation. In the participation phase,- some 17 working
parties were organised, each dealing with a single aspect of the
proposed regulatory package. In this way some 200 experts in varied
fields of radiological protection were brought together and
participated with the HSE in establishing the general content of the
legislative material which was subsequently published as a Consulta-
tive Document (2). The extensive participation of experts in the
formulation of the Document did not totally inhibit all comment on
its contents. However, the comment was quite limited, confined to a
few areas where those commenting either had proposals for change or
where they found the proposals to lack clarity.

REQUIREMENTS FOR NOTIFICATION OF USE

Like many of the other requirements of the proposed regulations
those for notification to the enforcing authority of the "production,
processing, handling, use, storage, transport and disposal of
natural and artificial radioactive substances and of any other
activity which involves a hazard arising from ionising radiations"
stems from provisions in the Euratom Directive.

Many exemptions are possible. In particular there may be a
small quantities exemption based upon the classification of radio-
nuclides into toxicity groups. These groupings reflecting early
IAEA work,(4) needed updating to take account of new data on Annual
Limits of Intake, and of the use of SI Units. Other exemptions for
particular types of apparatus will undoubtedly be necessary and a
procedure for type testing such pieces of equipment will be devised
for use in the UK.

It is very tempting to set up a notification of use system in
which substantial amounts of information are called for and in which
constant updating is mandatory. It needed no consultation for the
enforcing authority to realise that in a country such as the UK
where there was a widespread use of ionising radiations and
substantial turnover of users, that the administrative burden of
such a system would be considerable. Analysis of the reasons why an
enforcing authority needs to know of use and discussions of what
action might be taken by enforcing authorities when they do know
about use has led us to the conclusion that a general notification
containing only a superficial description of the work to be under-
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taken is all that can properly be expected. It has become clear
that the inspections of the enforcing authority both in terms of
depth and frequency should be based on conditions as found and that
notification merely acts as a trigger to cause an inspector to visit
the premises. Thus, notification can take a very simple form and can
minimise the administrative burden on occupiers of premises.

CRITERIA FOR CONTROLLED AREAS

Controlled areas have always played an important role in UK
legislation. The reason is the route by which a Category A
Radiation worker is defined is to consider his access to such areas.
The objective can be simply stated, that is to define an area which
encompasses all those workers liable to exceed 3/iOths of the Annual
Dose limit. It was the means whereby to reach that objective that
caused debate and discussion. It was felt by many that a simple
boundary condition such as 7-5 microsieverts per hour, as read on a
dose rate meter, was highly enforceable, easily determined and
demonstrably in accord with the objective. However, such a boundary
condition can give rise to larger controlled areas than are necessary
to meet the objective, particularly obvious if the radiation emission
is intermittent. Introduction of a flexible approach clearly
requires some expert consideration of the possible doses that might
be received by persons working in the controlled areas. This is, of
necessity, a time consuming exercise requiring a professionalism
which not every employer is prepared to pay for. The solution for
the proposed UK legislation is that a Code of Practice will give
alternative guidance as to the ways by which the objective of
defining the controlled area might be achieved. The first procedure
will be based on demarcating areas where the dose rates exceed 7*5
microsieverts per hour averaged over any one minute. The alternative
procedure involves the Radiation Protection Adviser (see below)
considering the work situation and using his professional judgement
to determine the boundaries of the area encompassing all workers
likely to exceed 15 millisieverts (mSv) per year. Even then to
afford some safeguards it will be necessary to give him some guide-
lines; the most important of which is that in determining areas he
should not take into account occupancy times less than 40 hours per
week and he should assume an optimum (but not maxi mum conceivable)
operation of the facility. This accords with ICRP 26 paras 163-6.
If all entrants to the area were then to be treated as radiation
workers this would lead to a large number of such workers being
designated who would, in fact, not exceed 15 mSv per year. Again,
flexibility is to be introduced by the Radiation Protection Adviser
exercising his professional judgement. It is proposed that he
prepare house rules or schemes of work in which he clearly identifies
individuals or groups of workers who, albeit that they may need to
enter specified controlled areas from time to time, will not, because
of the nature of their work and their occupancy time, receive more
than 15 mSv per year.

THE RADIATION PROTECTION ADVISER (RPA)

The requirements for the appointment and selection of an RPA in
the proposed legislation are that the employer should make an appoints
ment of a suitable person if his operations are such that workers
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enter a controlled area - in this way users of essentially harmless
sources are exempt. The requirement would go on to state that such
appointments must be notified to the enforcing authority, who in
turn must "recognise the capacity to act" of the individual (or
corporate body) appointed as an adviser. It is not the intention of
the enforcing authority to enter into an elaborate scrutiny and
certification scheme for advisers for the reason that it is seen as
proper that in the first instance employers must consider and exer-
cise their own judgements as to who they should employ. To help
them in making such decisions a number of professional bodies in the
radiation protection field are setting up certification schemes
whereby the professional competence of potential advisers is
examined and certified by a committee of the professional society
concerned. In this way it seems unlikely that the enforcing
authority will ever feel it necessary to reject an application for
recognition. The conceptual basis for the use of a RPA as an expert
advising users comes from the Euratom Directive. However, the
proposed UK Regulations exploit the concept in the interests of
flexibility and self inspection. Thus, the EPA will have tasks as
varied as definition of areas, advice on selection of workers as
radiation workers, checking and calibration of instruments, advice
on training and instruction, etc. Particularly he is envisaged as
having substantial responsibilities to advise the employer on the
effectiveness of the application of the principle of ALARA (as low as
reasonably achievable). The application of the principle is seen as
a continuous exercise before the work activity begins at any
prospective level of individual dose or collective dose and after
the event as a retrospective examination of whether or not the
procedures did, in fact, result in doses being optimised. Seriouri
consideration is being given at the time of writing to setting
specific levels of individual exposures at which the RPA carries out
formalised retrospective consideration of the effectiveness of the
ALARA principle.

In the UK, workers involvement in safety matters has found
expression by the statutory appointment of workers1 safety
representatives and the creation of joint Worker/Management safety
committees. It is seen as a vital part of the operations of the RPA
that his advice to the employer is also transmitted to the safety
representative and the safety committee so that they too may express
a view on such advice and identify with it..
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